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Abstract:
This article aims to develop a comparative analysis between the evolution of the female character in fairy tales, and the film adaptation “Brave”, launched in 2012. In this sense, we will evaluate the characteristics of the female character, over time, dividing princesses into three large groups. Regarding the cinematic narrative, we will analyze the main characteristics of the character Merida, and the plot of the scenes that makes the film surprising. The result of the analysis allows us to conclude that cinematography follows the evolution of society.
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1. Introduction

The concept of Comparative Literature is based on the comparison between two or more literary works and can also assume other types of comparison, as is the case, for example, the analysis of a literary narrative and its adaptation to the level of cinematography. The comparison makes it possible to assess the differences and similarities of what is being analyzed, and should not make judges of value, as the comparison is a means and not an end. According to Carvalhal, “It can be said, then, that the comparative literature compares not by the procedure itself, but because, as an analytical and interpretative resource (…) In summary, comparison, even in comparative studies, is a means, not an end” (Carvalhal, 2006, p.7). The term Comparative Literature has been debated by several authors and according to Guyard “Compared literature is the history of international literary relations. The comparator places himself at the borders, linguistic or national, and exhausts the changes in themes, ideas, books or feelings between two or several works of literature” (1951, cit. By Coutinho, 2006, p.42). Similarly, Remak states:
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"Comparative literature is the study of literature beyond the borders of a specific country and the study of the relationships between literature on the one hand, and other areas of knowledge and belief, such as the arts, philosophy, history, social sciences, religion, etc., on the other side. In short, it is the comparison of one literature with another or others, and the comparison of literature with other spheres of human expression." (1961, cit. By Coutinho, 2006, p.44)

In this sense, Comparative Literature does not limit itself to comparing, within borders, but also confronts national literature with international literature. As we know, Comparative Literature refers to the comparison of works, either by comparing two literary works, or, for example, between a literary work and a cinematic narrative. Children’s Literature is one of the resources that Comparative Literature uses for their studies because it is through the different stories that are part of the world of Children’s Literature that comparators can carry out various studies. The first contact with Children’s Literature is usually, through fairy tales, stories of princesses and princes with a happy ending. Authors like Perrault and the Grimm brothers have gained tremendous consideration and have become major names in this genre. According to Gomes “The magical kingdoms, territories of dream and fantasy, belong to stories of a common domain called fairy tales. Not all of these stories have fairies, but there are always spells, magic help, enchantments or some kind of fantasy element” (2000, cit. By Breder, 2013, p. 27). Fairy tales, appeared some centuries ago, being popular and reaching different cultures. No one does not remember one of these stories, which are part of their childhood, adolescence or even adult life. Due to their characteristics, fairy tales immediately fascinate the reader and capture their attention, through their linguistic simplicity and the existence of magic and enchantments. They address themes related to society, family, power, death, love and hate. These stories, when told to younger readers, immediately manage to associate the story with fairy tales, since its beginning always begins with “Once upon a time” and the end with “And they lived happily ever after”. Initially, as stated by Pihel (2013), fairy tales were transmitted by the oral route, from generation to generation. Fairy tales were intended for adult people only since they covered content about adultery, incest, cannibalism, revenge and death. In the middle of the century. In the 17th century, fairy tales began to be aimed at children. Fairy tales are considered one of the ways of transmitting values and teachings for life, having a pedagogical character. The stories belonging to fairy tales have evolved as society evolved, that is, in each different era, they portray social relationships and different ways of living (Maia & Maia, 2015). Several authors believe that fairy tales have important elements to help children deal with the most diverse personal problems, this does not happen with the most recent children’s stories, where there is a concern of not exposing the child to conflicts and dilemmas. As Bettelheim states:

“The fairy tale is oriented towards the future and guides the child - in terms that he can understand in both his unconscious and conscious mind - to abandon his desires for child dependence and achieve a more satisfactorily independent existence.” (2002, cit. By Breder, 2013, p.21)

Fairy tales have always inspired filmmakers. The existence of film adaptations has become more and more frequent. In this sense, the Disney studios, through their technical capacity and
all the surrounding magic, can translate many fairy tales that we know to cinema screens and television screens. As Breder says, “The animation classics at Walt Disney Studios have found an infallible formula for achieving public success: they combine the enchantment of technique with captivating stories” and, “In addition to using this “magic” of animation, most of the studio’s films are adaptations or reinterpretations of more or less successful stories” (Breder, 2013, p.20). In agreement with Aguiar & Barros:

“Disney is known for revealing a charm that engages people in the world of magic it engenders, blending reality and fiction in a surprisingly subtle way. Besides, his cinematographic productions elevate the imaginary, rekindling the antagonism between good and evil, with a happy ending that regenerates dreams and the possibility of making them real.” (Aguiar & Barros, 2015, p.1).

Film adaptation consists of adapting a literary work to cinema screens, but on the other hand, as stated by Freire “Film adaptation is not always concerned with exposing concepts that already exist in a given written work; often, it can express new values and, consequently, be as or more interesting than the text that inspired it” (Freire, 2008, p.180). Like Comparative Literature, film adaptation points to the study between two points of view, it is important to emphasize that film adaptation is different from literary work, each of these works having their similarities and differences. In this way, we conclude that Comparative Literature is a very vast field, which allows the study with a film narrative. In this article, we will analyze the characteristics of the female character, which we find in fairy tales, and later, we will analyze the film “Brave”, highlighting the similarities and differences, of the character “Merida”, concerning the traditional female character.

2. The traditional female character

Children’s Literature is a very vast field, and a large part of his works are related to fairy tales. The Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm brothers are considered figures of excellence in terms of Children’s Literature since the popular stories collected by them were incorporated into fairy tales, as stated by Guerreiro “(…) It was the Grimm brothers who dedicated them children for their magical and wonderful theme. Thus, these two universes merged: the popular and the childlike (…)” (Guerreiro, 2013, p.5). Children’s literature and fairy tales are, in fact, very important for the child’s development. On the one hand, Children’s Literature encourages children’s learning, they manage to develop their writing and reading skills, but on the other hand, through fantasy and imagination, the child creates reference schemes for a better understanding of the world, and yet contributes to the development of its personality. According to Silva & Figueiredo:

"(…) there are a series of attitudes, behaviours and ideals that developed in the collective unconscious from symbolic images from fairy tales" (Silva & Figueiredo, 2016, p.3).

“It is rare to find a girl who has never played the role of a princess, with her beautiful dresses, waiting for her love, since they are part of her childhood imagination. In a society in which women
Female representation has been gaining enormous prominence since it follows the changes in society, that is, it is the result of changes in the context and the public. Over time, women have been gaining attributes and acquiring a new social position, allowing them a greater diversity of opportunities, giving access to possibilities that previously had no contact whatsoever (Fossatti, 2009). According to Lima, Antunes & Pereira “If the protagonists of Disney’s princess films are being portrayed more independently and strongly, this is the result of changes in the context and the audience (…)” (Lima, Antunes & Pereira, 2018, p.5). Before analyzing and understanding how female representation has evolved over the years, it is necessary to understand the meaning of representation and what it means. The word represents, according to Hall, means “to describe, make similarity, rescue the imagination or replace” (1997, cit. By Lima, Antunes & Pereira, 2018, p.3). While Vera França states that representations “can be taken as a synonym for signs, images, forms or content of thought, the representational activity of individuals, set of ideas developed by a society” (1997, cit. By Lima, Antunes & Pereira, 2018, p. 4). In this sense, and as stated by Lima, Antunes & Pereira:

“The transformation process of Disney’s female protagonists, in this way, is part of a feedback system, in which the questioning about the figure of the woman is absorbed by the entertainment industry from society at the same time that the industry itself is an influencing agent of this medium.” (Lima, Antunes & Pereira, 2018, p.4)

As already mentioned, most of the narratives used for Disney creations come from the adaptation of fairy tales. The stories that are portrayed on the big screens at Disney, based on these fairy tales, are part of society’s discourses and are representations of concepts that are part of the imaginary (Silva, 2016). As Silva says, “Walt Disney Studios and fairy tales are intertwined, because most of the film production of this company aims to retell stories based on princesses, witches, orphaned children, princes, in short, characters essentially from fairy tales” (Silva, 2016, p.57). The traditional female representations that we can find, both in fairy tales and in Disney productions, are princesses. The female representation has changed over time, due to the influence of the environment and its evolution. As Fossatti states:

“The feminine story is driven by a range of transformations. In many ways, the woman was introduced to the public, but it is through the status of a princess that she found herself made present in the first animated feature film and in a series of others that followed.” (Fossatti, 2009, p.6)

From the first release of the film “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs”, in 1937, to the most recent, released in 2019, “Frozen 2 - The Kingdom of Ice”, that the representation of the princess has changed. Fossati, considers that the film “Snow White and the seven dwarfs” (Disney, 1937), initiated a sequence of animated film productions whose protagonists are marked by the status of
princesses” (Fossatti, 2009, p.1). According to Breder, “Of the 52 feature films, 21 are based on books, eight on fairy tales, four on short stories, three on legends or myths, two on North American folklore stories and one on a real character, the indigenous Pocahontas” (Breder, 2010, p. 20). To understand the evolutionary process of female representation over time, we quote Lopes (2015), who divided the princesses into three categories, that is, classic, rebellious and contemporary princesses. We will analyze each of these groups, pointing out their characteristics. Within the category of the classic princess, between the years 1937 to 1959, we can include Snow White, Cinderella and Aurora. These princesses are characterized for being beautiful, passive, kind, tender, delicate, gentle, affable, fragile, naive and do not realize the existence of any kind of danger around them, submitting to any order. They dream of meeting their prince charming and correspond to the stereotype of fairies in the home, that is, they are seen only to take care of domestic chores and their children and maintain a very close connection with nature, as stated by Both “(...) based on wife-mother-housewife profile, whose only objectives are to meet the prince charming and family care.” (Both, 2017, p.30). Snow White is protected by the seven dwarfs, Cinderella is protected by her fairy godmother and some animals and Aurora is protected by three fairy godmothers. All of these princesses have rival women who want to nullify their existence. In Branca de Neve this figure is represented by her stepmother, in Cinderella by her stepmother and their respective daughters, while in Aurora this figure is presented by Malévola (Fossatti, 2009). In Snow White, according to Breder:

“beware of the house a way of expressing gratitude to the dwarves for letting it hide in its house in the middle of the forest since its stepmother is looking for it to kill it. She cooks, sweeps, washes dishes, among other tasks, showing satisfaction. It is a clear reflection of the idea of “ideal woman (…)” (Breder, 2013, p.34).

Breder also states that “Cinderella, however, behaves quite differently. For her, housework is a terrible obligation imposed as a punishment by her stepmother” (Breder, 2013, p. 34). Silva & Figueiredo consider that Aurora “wants to meet that special person and discover the wonders of true love” (Silva & Figueiredo, 2016, p.4). Important social changes, evidenced by the role of women in society, were gaining evidence. The princesses followed these changes, without losing the magic and enchantment that we are used to in fairy tales (Fossatti, 2009). In this sense, a new group of princesses appears, the rebel princesses (1989-1998). Within this group, we can name several characters, such as Ariel, Bela, Jasmine, Pocahontas and Mulan. It is from this age that a change begins to exist. They are more active characters, there is a break in the rules imposed, courage and the search for independence are the qualities that stand out in view in the range of these princesses. There is a rupture in the role of caregiver of the home and family, becoming the protagonists of their own choices. Intelligent, adventurous, charming, strong and independent. According to Breder, “Ariel leaves the undersea kingdom and his family to discover the land of humans (…)” (Breder, 2017, p.35). While Bela:

“(…) She is passionate about books, Jasmine refuses to marry on her father’s orders, Mulan dresses up as a man to go to war, Pocahontas faces the laws of his tribe and teaches a white man to respect
nature. What they all bring in common are strong personalities, stories where they face the rules and change their destiny.” (Breder, 2017, p.35).

As of 2009, the category for contemporary princesses emerges. Tiana, Rapunzel, Merida, Anna and Elsa are part of this core of princesses. In contrast, to what was observed in the first category of princesses, they do not need anyone to save them, being extremely independent. They classify themselves as curious, enterprising, strong, rebellious, fearless, adventurous, intelligent and self-possessed characters, managing to solve their problems. Tiana, from “Princess and the Frog”, according to Silva “(...) is not a princess, she only becomes when she marries a prince. The character does not want to be a princess, instead she wants to open her restaurant” (Silva, 2016, p.92). Rapunzel, on the other hand, “(...) she doesn’t dream of a prince, but of the lights that appear in the sky throughout her birthday, which is royalty dropping lanterns in honour of the lost princess, but she doesn’t know that it is her” (Silva, 2016, p.99). The character Merida “(...) differs most from all the other princesses since she is the only one who was born a princess, but she doesn’t want to be. She prefers to have the freedom to be stuck in a marriage arranged by her mother” (Silva, 2016, p.102). And finally, Anna and Elsa “(...) based on the relationship between them (...) the female relationship is the plot of the narrative without being represented by female rivalry and duality” (Silva, 2016, p.109). From Snow White to Anna and Elsa, we find that the characteristics of the princesses are constantly changing, as they follow the changes in society and their standards. To highlight what was mentioned earlier, we then analyzed the film “Brave”.

2. The new female image: analysis of the film narrative

As previously mentioned, the character Merida from the film “Brave”, came to revolutionize the paradigm of the characteristics that we all know about princesses. As Alves & Nepomuceno affirm, “focus on the Merida character and her actions of breaking with the imagery of the classic princess” (Alves & Nepomuceno, 2017, p.1). Released in 2012, “Brave”, is considered by many authors to be a very surprising film, at different levels. For Alves & Nepomuceno “Valente is not just another princess story of Disney studios, it is also a film made by Pixar, a renowned studio for the creation of new stories” (Alves & Nepomuceno, 2017, p.1). Ferreira had considered:

“(…) Pixar’s debut in the fairytale field, its first princess and also the studio’s first female heroine. It is a contemporary princess, but still with much of what the collective imagination deposits in this figure. She is beautiful, like all her predecessors, but she is also questioning, rebellious, she does not like to comb her hair, wearing tight dresses, the “way of acting” of royalty and, above all, she does not dream of the en-sung prince.” (Ferreira, 2015, p.44).

Carvalho considers the film “Brave”:

“(…) Completely different from a traditional fairy tale, since the plot was created by the studio and not adapted. He was an Oscar winner for the best-animated feature of 2013. Still, it is the first one
whose title does not correspond to the protagonist’s name, however, it reflects her personality”. (Carvalho, 2014, p.62).

The main character of the film, Merida, deserves special attention in this article, as she is a character who came to revolutionize the standard of traditional princesses. Merida lives with her parents, King Fergus and Queen Elinor and her brothers in the Scottish Highlands kingdom, DunBroch. According to Alves & Nepomuceno:

“Merida identifies much more with the adventurous and free figure of the father than with the rule of the mother, always impeccable, with hair tied and following the rules of etiquette. Elinor has a serious and strong figure, being the real administrator of the kingdom. With all her diplomacy, she is the most respected one and listened to.” (Alves & Nepomuceno, 2017, p.4)

She is the first Disney princess to have a complete family, given that the previous princesses were orphans, raised by their stepmothers or did not have one of the family figures, maternal or paternal. Ferreira says that in the film “Valente”:

“There is a loving family environment, the protagonist is not alone and needs to be helped by some stranger who will become her suitor to solve problems or reach a goal. If in the ten films that preceded the protagonists, they had no family or needed to break up with them to pursue their dream (…), Valente’s central question is exactly the importance of keeping the family together.” (Ferreira, 2015, p. 52).

Princess Merida is characterized by her long, tousled and crumbling hair, white skin, her face is rounded, with thick eyebrows and blue eyes. The princess does not value issues related to beauty and is accompanied, in most cases, with her bow and arrow. Ebersol considers Merida’s hair (…)

“an important representation of your identity. The red colour is warm and is associated with the feeling of passion, energy, vitality and strength. The curly, bulky and undisciplined hair represents rebellion, transgression and insubmission, and also enunciates the character’s search and appreciation for freedom.” (Ebersol, 2014, p.4)

Merida is considered to be determined to travel her destiny, regardless of the traditions of her kingdom and, above all, her adventurous and courageous mother’s plans. Its simplicity draws attention throughout the film, through its facial expressions. She has been an archer since she was little, and decides to fight her tradition, constantly causing her to conflict with her mother. She presents herself as a princess who breaks with this princess-stereotype waiting for the prince charming and looking for a female identity, regardless of imposed socio-cultural standards (Ebersol, 2014). Princess Merida, according to Ebersol:
“(...) It deconstructs the role of a passive princess waiting for the prince who will lead her to her destiny when she makes Merida the active subject of the film and addresses the princess’s representation when she questions and breaks with the destiny that would be imposed on her.” (Ebersol, 2014, p.2).

And Ebersol, also states “When Merida breaks with her traditional destiny, she is breaking with the very impositions of gender roles in which women are subjected within their culture and their time” (Ebersol, 2014, p.4). The beginning of the film comes when the bear eats the leg of King Fergus, the characters who are in the camp are in danger, with the women fleeing and the men remaining to face the battle. Carvalho considers that it is from this scene that the film “Brave”:

“(…) Starts to be narrated by Merida herself. The main point of his speech, unlike the previous ones where people talked about love, is destiny. Then, the character begins to describe her life as a princess, so there is no longer the voice of the narrator off who tells the story.” (Carvalho, 2014, p.64).

The plot of the film is based on the conflicting relationship between Merida and her mother, in which Merida does not accept anyone’s orders and wants to be free, while her mother represents a range of women who wait for male rules. On the other hand, there are scenes in the film in which Merida appears to use her bow in the forest, a behaviour that the mother condemns, as she considers it to be a male activity (Silva, 2016). In the scene where Queen Elinor informs her daughter about the clans’ competition for her conquest, Merida imposes herself, saying that this is not what she wants for her life. We find that in this discussion, both have different perceptions concerning life, and Merida is not passive to her mother’s determinations, exposing her opinion strongly. In the scene in which the clans go to the kingdom to win the hand of the princess, we can consider that it is another scene in which the difference between the two characters is strongly present. Elinor prepares her daughter for the games, being forced to wear a tight blue dress and put on a cap to hide her hair. To win the hand of the princess, the princes must hit the target, but in this scene, Merida decides to dispute her future. In this sense, Merida loosens her hair and tears the dress, being ready to hit all targets. It is clear in this scene that the princess once again challenges her own mother’s rules (Silva, 2016).

We found that when the princess shoots the last arrow, she gets hurt in the face. At no time do we see Merida complaining about what happened, what worries only the character is the fact that her freedom is the cause. Merida’s mother, indignant and disgusted by her daughter’s attitude, pull her by the arms to the bedroom. At this moment, both characters present their ideas, and Merida does not accept her mother’s ideals. Disgusted with the situation, it destroys the tapestry with the image of her family, this attitude is justified by the fact that the princess has lost her freedom. Queen Elinor, disgusted with her attitude, grabs her by the arms, takes the bow from her back and throws it into the fireplace. Disappointed and disgusted with everything that happened there, Merida went out riding through the forest crying (Carvalho, 2014). The main character, to regain her freedom, needs to change her mother’s thinking. She uses a witch who asks for a spell in exchange for a necklace to transform her thought. The witch
hands the princess a decorated cake. According to Carvalho "(...) a character requested a spell, while in previous films, the spell was cast on the characters against two wishes, in the form of punishment by an evil witch" (Carvalho, 2014, p.69).

Merida returns to the castle and hands the cake to her mother, as a way to apologize. The queen is surprised by her daughter's gesture since she does not know how to cook, but despite this, Elinor eats the bewitched cake. Merida verifies that the spell ends up not working because the queen turns into a bear. Carvalho considers that "(...) the figure of the witch, which leads us to classify the narrative as a fairy tale, because of its magical character. However, the witch in question does not want to be recognized as such" (Carvalho, 2014, p. 69). Merida and her mother decide to flee to the forest, given that King Fergus is traumatized by bears. It is from this scene that the film, in Silva's opinion "(...) begins to change the direction of the relationship between the two. Because when they try to undo the spell, they end up getting closer, understanding and learning from each other. That is, it is when the female friendship bond happens" (Silva, 2016, p.106). Through contact with nature, Queen Elinor loses her characteristics, as Carvalho says:

"(...) He ends up learning to fish and acts like a real bear, showing that the spell is taking over her. The delicate woman, concerned with the opinion of others, when she loses her beauty and sees herself transformed into an animal, is no longer concerned with showing her royalty and behaves according to her instincts. She is slowly transforming her way of thinking, apprehending that her attachment to good habits is not as essential for her life as she once thought" (Carvalho, 2014, p.70).

To break the spell, the two end up discovering that they have to sew the rug that Merida tore up in the argument that both had, for such Merida and her mother go to the castle. Although Merida sews the rug, the spell does not break and Queen Elinor does not return to her normal state. When the princess and the queen arrive at the castle, the clans continue to fight, since it is the image intended for them, throughout the film. Merida speaks in front of the men, apologizing. Observing the daughter's attitude, the queen, helps her to reformulate her speech, saying that each one is free to choose his destiny. Carvalho considers that it is from this scene that it becomes clear:

"(...) Transformation of values that occurred with the queen after going through adversities that she was not used to in her time as royalty. He realized, when living another reality, that there are other values and qualities as or even more important than what he defended during his life as a wife, mother and queen.” (Carvalho, 2014, p.71).

After this scene, the queen flees into the forest, as she is pursued. Merida is trapped in her room, but with the help of her brothers, she manages to escape to the forest. With this attitude Merida, she is courageous again, since she will find solutions so that her mother’s spell is not eternal. (Carvalho, 2014). We find that when the bear appears, Elinor gains the courage to defeat him and protect his family, being the only character who can defeat him. When the spell is broken and the queen becomes a woman again, we can verify the queen’s changes, not only because of
her attitudes but also physically. As Carvalho says “She is physically changed. Before, she always had her hair up and had a posture worthy of a classic queen. In the following scenes, he appears with loose hair, riding through the fields with his daughter (...)” (Carvalho, 2014, p.71). The “Valente” film ends with uncertainties regarding Merida’s future, allowing each one to analyze the way they want. His fate is uncertain, there is no certainty whether the character meets his prince charming, as in previous cinematographies. We conclude that Merida is a princess with values contrary to the princesses that were analyzed, in the first part. The characteristics of this, refer to the third generation of princesses, as has also been analyzed. His courage, adventurous spirit and the search for his freedom are the characteristics that stand out most insight. The search for freedom predominates in all scenes of the film, Merida obtains her freedom, and the queen also manages to free herself from her character, modifying her ideals.

3. Conclusion

According to Carvalhal, the term Comparative Literature ”(...) designates a form of literary research that confronts two or more pieces of literature” but, when we start to make contact with works classified as "comparative literary studies", we realize that this de-nomination ends up labelling very varied investigations, that adopt different methodologies and that, due to the diversification of the objects of analysis, grant to the compared literature a vast field of action (Carvalhal, 2006, p.5).

In this sense, this article starts from the objective of comparatively analyzing the traditional female portrait and the new female portrait. Children’s Literature, namely fairy tales, found in cinema a new way of exposing their stories, as stated by Borges:

“The use of text adaptation in different media is not a recent phenomenon, but literature finds a new form of exposure in cinema and, in literature, it is in the line of research of comparative literature that studies on adaptation gain space.” (Borges, 2013, p.168)

The works used for some of Disney’s creations come from the adaptation of fairy tales, and these stories are part of society’s discourse and refer to representations of concepts, according to Both “(...) the tales of fairies are works resulting from a certain historical and ideological context (...)” (Both, 2017, p.47). In agreement with Carvalho:

“(…) Fairy tales and animated cinema, not only help young people and children to reflect on the world around them but also help adults to enrich themselves socially and psychologically. Its social importance goes beyond the entertainment of the big screen.” (Carvalho, 2014, p.80)

The study of the female character portrays her evolution over time, which can be understood through her discourse, influenced by social changes, beauty being an increasingly less important element, valuing the autonomy and independence of the female character. Through the analysis of the female character, which is presented in fairy tales and Disney productions, we can divide the princesses into three categories: classic princesses, rebel
princesses and contemporary princesses. Classical princesses (1937-1959) are characterized by being innocent, tender, delicate and fragile, with the stereotype of housewives being associated with these princesses, in which their only concern is taking care of their children and the house. They want to find your love. As Lopes states:

“(...) The classic princesses are exalted, idolized women, idealized by men according to the profile “wife-mother-housewife”, whose only objective is to find true love and, from there, dedicate herself to her only reason of living: taking care of the husband, the children and the family’s happiness.” (Lopes, 2016, p.42)

The second category is characterized by a rupture of what was observed previously, in agreement with Lopes:

“(...) Change (...) explained by the change in values promoted with the development of the consumer society. Establishing a new culture that valued individual happiness, these new values disqualified the old stereotype of women in the home and ensured a new female social model that no longer depends on the traditionalist influence of men.” (Lopes, 2016, p.44)

In the latter category, princesses are extremely independent, adventurous and courageous, according to Lopes “Contemporary princesses are independent, certain of who they are and their goals” (Lopes, 2016, p.47). Giving relevance to the analysis that was made, we can include the character, Merida, from the movie “Brave”, in the category of contemporary princesses. She is the first princess who has a complete family and does not wait for the Prince Charming to be happy. Merida is brave, heroic, determined and independent. According to Alves & Nepomuceno:

“(...) Disney / Pixar created the first feminist princess who, with a complete family, did not have to wait for the figure of a saving prince or have him as a final “gift” for eternal happiness. Co-angry and grounded in reality, Merida is brave, heroine, much more “human” and brave.” (Alves & Nepomuceno, 2017, p.10).

“Brave” confirmed that society is constantly changing, and that cinema follows this same evolution. It reflects how the female character was able to conquer her position over time, and how she achieved her independence, ceasing to be dependent on the male figure.
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